Abstract. A new algorithm for the orthogonal reduction of a symmetric matrix to tridiagonal form is developed and analysed. It uses a Cholesky factorization of the original matrix and the rotations are applied to the factors. The idea is similar to the one used for the one-sided Jacobi algorithms B. Zhou and R. Brent, A Parallel Ordering Algorithm for E cient One-Sided Jacobi SVD Computations, Proc. Sixth IASTED-ISMM International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Computing and Systems, pp. 369 372, 1994. . The algorithm uses little communication, accesses data with stride one and is to a large extent independent of data distribution. It has been implemented on the Fujitsu VPP 500. The algorithm is designed to be the rst step of an eigensolver so the procedure for accumulating transforms for eventual calculation of eigenvectors is given.
Introduction
Symmetric eigenvalue problems appear in many applications ranging from computational chemistry to structural engineering. Algorithms for symmetric eigenvalue problems have been extensively discussed in the literature 11, 9 and implemented in various software packages e.g. LAPACK 1 . With the broader introduction of parallel computers in scienti c computing new parallel algorithms have been suggested 7, 2 . In the following another new parallel algorithm is suggested which is particularly well adapted to vector parallel computers and has low operation counts.
Eigenvalue problems can only be solved by iterative algorithms in general as they are in an algebraic sense equivalent to nding the n zeros of a polynomial. There are, however, two main classes of methods to solve the symmetric eigenvalue problem. The rst class only requires matrix vector products and does not inspect nor alter the matrix elements of the matrix. This class includes the Lanczos method 9 and has particular advantages for sparse matrices. However, in general, the Lanczos method has di culties in nding all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
A second class of methods iteratively applies similarity transforms A i 7 ! A i+1 := Q i A i Q T i with A 0 = A to the matrix to get a sequence of orthogonally similar matrices which converge to a diagonal matrix. This second class of methods consists mainly of two subclasses. The rst subclass uses Givens matrices for the similarity transforms and is Jacobi's method. It has been successfully implemented in parallel 2 , 12 . A disadvantage of this method is its high operation count. A second subclass of methods rst reduces the matrix with an orthogonal similarity transform to tridiagonal form and then uses special methods for symmetric tridiagonal matrices. Both parts of these algorithms pose major challenges to parallel implementation. For the second stage of tridiagonal eigenvalue problem solvers the most popular methods include divide and conquer 7 and multisectioning 9 . Here the reduction to tridiagonal form is discussed. Earlier algorithms use block matrix algorithms, see 6, 5, 3 . However, these methods have not achieved optimal performance. One problem is that similarity transforms require multiplications from both sides.
It was seen 12 that the Jacobi method based on one-sided transformations B i 7 ! B i Q T i :
allows better vectorization and requires less communication than the original Jacobi algorithms. Assuming that A is positive semi-de nite the intermediate matrices B i can be de ned as factors of the A i , that is, A i = B T i B i : As will be seen in the following, the one-sided idea can also be used for the reduction algorithm.
The algorithm will form part of the subroutine library for a distributed memory computer, the Fujitsu VPP 500. Often the application of subroutines from libraries allow the user little freedom in the choice of the distribution of the data to the local memories of the processors. The one-sided algorithms allow a large range of distributions and perform equally well on all of them.
In the next section the one and two-sided reduction to tridiagonal form is described. Section 3 reinterprets the reduction as an orthogonalisation procedure similar to the Gram-Schmidt procedure. This reinterpretation is used to introduce the new one-sided reduction algorithm. In Section 4 the computation of eigenvectors is discussed and Section 5 contains timings and comparisons with other algorithms.
Reduction to tridiagonal form
A class of methods to solve the eigenvalue problem for symmetric matrices A 2 R nn rst reduces them to tridiagonal form and in a second step solves the eigenvalue problem for this tridiagonal matrix. The problem of nding the eigendecomposition of the tridiagonal matrix will not be discussed here but that of accumulating transformations to beused for nding the eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix is investigated.
The reduction to tridiagonal form produces a factorization
where Q is orthogonal and T is symmetric and tridiagonal. If the o diagonal elements of T are nonzero positive the factorization is uniquely determined by the rst column of Q 9 . The proof of this fact leads directly to the Lanczos algorithm. While the Lanczos method has advantages especially for sparse matrices, methods based on sequences of simple orthogonal similarity transforms 9, p.118 are preferable for dense matrices. In a second step, a v is found such that HvHwAHwHv has additional zeros in columns 4 to n in the second row and in rows 4 t o n in the second column and the procedure is repeated until the remaining matrix is tridiagonal. The sizes of the remaining submatrices decrease and at step n ,k a matrix of size k has to be processed requiring 2k additions. The tridiagonal matrix is not uniquely determined by the problem. For example, di erent starting vectors for the Lanczos procedure lead to di erent tridiagonal matrices. Also, di erent matrices can be obtained if di erent arithmetic precision is used 9, p.123 124 . However, despite this apparent lack of de nition, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the original problem can still be determined with an error proportional to machine precision.
In summary, the sequential Householder tridiagonalization algorithm is as follows:
Calculate ;w from Ak + 1 : n; k p = Ak + 1 : n; k + 1 : nw q = p , w w T p=2 Ak + 1 : n; k + 1 : n = Ak + 1 : n; k + 1 : n , wq T , qw T End For vector and parallel processors the Householder algorithm has some disadvantages. Firstly, as the iterations progress, the length of the vectors used in the calculations decreases but for e cient use of a vector processor we prefer long vector lengths. Secondly, in a parallel environment, if the input matrix A is partitioned in a banded manner across a one-dimensional array of processors, the algorithm will be severely load imbalanced. To avoid this various authors have suggested using cyclic 5 or torus-wrap mappings of the data 10, 3 . Also, for a parallel implementation, the rank two update of A requires copies of both vectors w and q on all processors which leads to a heavy communication load.
2.2. One-sided reduction. A one-sided algorithm is developed to overcome the di culties inherent in a parallel version of the sequential Householder algorithm. In addition, it is expected that the one-sided algorithm generates less ll-in for sparse matrices than the two-sided algorithms if the matrix is given in nite element form. ,n additions. In contrast to the two-sided algorithm, the number of additions is approximately the same as the number of multiplications in this algorithm. This is advantageous for architectures which can do addition and multiplication in parallel as it means better load balancing.
The computation of w is more costly for this method than for the original Householder method. As the Householder vector w is computed from the rst column a 1 of A, this column has to be reconstructed rst from the factored representation by additions. The total number of operations has increased compared with the original algorithm. But the time used on a computer which does additions and multiplications in parallel and at the same speed is the same. If the matrix A is not already factorized, however, the time to do this would have t o b e t a k en into account a s w ell.
In summary, the sequential version of the one-sided algorithm is as follows. n : Then C T DC = T is tridiagonal and there is an orthogonal matrix Q such that B = C Q .
Proof. The proof is based on the fact mentioned earlier that some orthogonality relations are invariant. It uses induction. The proof is very similar to the one given in the next section for the corresponding parallel algorithm.
Remark. The original Householder algorithm can beformulated in a similar way treating B as an inner product. Coordinate transformations change the matrix until it is tridiagonal.
3.1. Parallel Algorithm. In the following the single program multiple data model SPMD will be used. The basic assumption is that all the processors are programmed in the same way although their actions might beslightly di erent. Thus an SPMD algorithm is described by the pseudocode denoting what one processor has to do. The data in the matrix B is distributed to the processors by columns in a cyclic fashion. This means that processor 1 contains columns 1; 1 + p ; : : : , processor 2 contains 2; 2 + p ; : : : and so on where p is the total numberof processors. More The nal stage is the calculation of the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix. These are determined to an accuracy which is high relative to the largest element of the tridiagonal matrix. This applies for example to eigenvalues computed using the Sturm procedure. But this result does not guarantee high relative accuracy in the determination of small eigenvalues so, if this is important, the Jacobi method becomes the method of choice 4 .
Calculating Eigenvectors
In order to calculate the eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix, the orthogonal matrix Q de ning the reduction is accumulated. This is achieved by starting with the identity matrix distributed cyclically over the processors, then updating it by multiplying it by the same Householder transformations used to update C. Forming Q explicitly is preferable to storing the details of the transformations and then applying them to the eigenvectors of the tridiagonal matrix which is the usual procedure for sequential implementations. The reason for this is that the matrix of Q is distributed in a way which renders multiplication from the left ine cient. This is discussed more fully in the following. The eigenvector matrix V of the tridiagonal matrix T is represented by its matrix elements. So in order to get the matrix element representation of U form the product This product can bedone in two di erent ways. The rst method multiplies V with the H k . Formally, de ne a sequence U 1 ; : : : ; U n,1 such that U n,1 := V U k := H k U k+1 for k = n , 2; : : : ; 1. Then U = U 1 . This method is often used, for example 8 ,
where it is called backward transformation.
A second method computes the element-wise representation of Q rst by the recursion Q 0 := I Q k := Q k,1 H k for k = 1 ; : : : ; n , 2 and then speci cally computes the matrix-vector product U = QV where Q = Q n,2 . This is called forward accumulation in 8 .
The di erence between these two methods is that the rst one applies the Householder transforms H k from the left and the second applies them from the right. In addition the second method requires the computation of a product of two matrices in element form. For the sequential case when using the two-sided Householder reduction, the rst method is preferred as it avoids matrix multiplication. However, for the multi-processor version, multiplication from the left by the Householder transformation requires extra communication when the columns of the matrix of eigenvectors V are distributed over the processors. In fact, one purpose of the onesided reduction is to avoid this communication in the reduction to tridiagonal form. There is certainly communication required for the matrix multiplication QV but this is of fewer large blocks of the matrix so will be less demanding.
4.2. Multi-processor Version. In the multi-processor case there is an added complication in that B is assumed to be cyclically distributed although it is not explicitly laid out as such. So useB = BP where P is the permutation that transforms B to cyclic layout.
The matrix Q is a product of 2 n , 2 matrices formed from the Householder Here, H 1 j refers to the transformations carried out locally at each step of the reduction and H 2 j refers to the transformation using one column of B from each processor which is carried out redundantly on all processors. To nd Q start with an identity matrix distributed cyclically across the processors to match the implicit layout of B. This matrix is then updated by transforming it with the same Householder transformations that are used to update B to obtain the tridiagonal matrix.
The matrix of eigenvectors V of the tridiagonal matrix is obtained in block l a yout whilst the matrix Q is in cyclic layout. To nd the eigenvectors of the original symmetric matrix this must be taken into account so instead of U = QV , a s a b o ve, we need QPV . The cyclic ordering must then be reversed and nally the eigenvectors are given by U = P ,1
QPV: Pre-multiplication by the permutation P involves a re-ordering of the coe cients of the eigenvectors which is carried out locally on the processor and does not involve any communication.
Timings
The parallel one-sided reduction to tridiagonal has been implemented and tested on the Fujitsu VPP500. The VPP500 is a parallel supercomputer consisting of vector processors connected by a full crossbar network. The theoretical peak performance of each PE is 1.6 G ops and the maximum size of memory for each processor is 1 Gbyte. The VPP500 is scalable from 4 to 222 processing elements but access was available only to a 16 processor machine. Each processor can perform send and receive operations simultaneously through the crossbar network at a peak data transfer rate of 400 Mbytes s each.
The one-sided algorithm is particularly suited to the architecture of the VPP500 because the calculation of the elements of the updated matrix A from the current version of C are vectorisable with loops of length n, the size of the input matrix. In the conventional two-sided Householder reduction the vector length decreases at each iteration. Table 1 shows some timings and speeds obtained on up to a 16 processor VPP500. The two times and speed given are, rst, for the reduction without accumulating the transformations for later eigenvectors calculations and, second, for the reduction with accumulation. The speed is given in G ops. The code was written in the parallel language VPP-Fortran which is basically FORTRAN77 with added compiler directives to achieve parallel constructs such as data layout, interprocessor communication and so on.
From these performance gures it appears that the algorithm is scalable in so far as its performance is maintained as the size of the problem is increased along with the Table 1 It is interesting to compare these performance gures with other published results for alternative parallel two-sided Householder reductions to tridiagonal. The comparisons can only begeneral as the algorithms and machine architectures are very di erent. The most straightforward comparison is time taken to reduce a matrix of xed size measured on machines of similar peak G op rate. In practice, the rst step of the Cholesky factorization adds an overhead of about one tenth of the time taken for the one-sided reduction to tridiagonal. All accessible published results refer to algorithms implemented on Intel machines. Dongarra and van de Geijn 5 give times for a parallel reduction to tridiagonal using panel wrapped storage on 128 nodes of a 520 node Intel Touchstone Delta. Equating peak M op rates suggests that this is comparable to a 6 processor VPP500. For a matrix of size 4000 their implementation on the Intel took twice as long as the one-sided reduction of the same size matrix on a 4 processor VPP500.
The ScaLAPACK implementation of a parallel reduction to tridiagonal is given by Choi, Dongarra and Walker 3 . Extrapolating from their graphs of G op rates it can be seen that their times taken for various sized problems are two or three times that taken by the one-sided algorithm on the same size problems on a VPP500 of comparable peak performance.
Smith, Hendrickson and Jessup 10 use a square torus-wrap mapping of matrix elements to processors and tested their code on an Intel machine corresponding to a 12 processor VPP500. Their two-sided algorithm can be inferred to have taken about the same time as a slightly larger problem on a 16 processor VPP500 using the one-sided algorithm. The Smith et al algorithm is more sophisticated than the other two-sided algorithms as it uses the torus-wrap mapping and Level 3 BLAS.
Conclusion
A new algorithm for reduction of a symmetric matrix to tridiagonal as the rst step in nding the eigendecomposition has been developed. Starting with the Cholesky factorization of the symmetric matrix, orthogonal transformations based on Householder reductions are applied to the factor matrix until the tridiagonal form is reached. This is referred to as a one-sided reduction and leads to the updating of the factor matrix at each iteration being rank one rather than rank two as in the conventional Householder reduction to tridiagonal. Transformations can also be accumulated to allow for calculation of eigenvectors. This algorithm is suited to parallel vector architectures such as the Fujitsu VPP500 where it has been shown to perform well. In a complete calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix the extra time for the Cholesky factorization is observed to be about one tenth of that required for the reduction to tridiagonal so it is not a signi cant o verhead.
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